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Letters from our Leadership
the reality. Since the introduction of the Scholarship Project, time
has flown by. When we looked back at our Scholarship Project,
we see that we have already supported 38 bright and committed
students from families who suffer economic hardship we also
look forward to welcoming a further 13 in the 2015/16 academic
year. 95% of those who have already completed their time in the
Learning Center have entered skilled employment, which is a
great success for our team and the organization. We often get
very good feedback from the employers for whom our students
work, telling us that our students are very committed, punctual,
respectful and have good communication skills. This is thanks to
the work they did in the Learning Center, which focuses not only
on hard skills, but also soft skills, which are a very important part
of job requirements and daily life.
Dear friends and PEPY supporters,
On behalf of PEPY Empowering Youth Team, we would like to
start by giving a big thanks to the friends, donors and supporters
who always care and keep PEPY Empowering Youth inside their
hearts. We are very excited to share with you a brief summary of
the achievements and challenges that we have overcome in the
period from January – August 2015.
For PEPY Empowering Youth, the start of 2015 marked several
significant achievements. We, of course, legally became a
local NGO predominantly run by Cambodian people who better
understand our culture and the needs of the community. The
Cambodian Leadership and Management Team are excited to
implement their thoughts, knowledge, experiences and dreams
to lead the organization on its mission to help young people from
the rural community, as well as supporting the society as the
whole.
Everywhere in the world, we cannot stand and live alone. In
PEPY Empowering Youth, we have built and strengthened good
collaborations and relationships with our donors and relevant
partners in order to share our lessons learned, support each
other, exchange experiences and plan how each side could
benefit from collaboration. Our relationship is not only for a day,
month or a year - it is a life-long friendship.
With regards to the programs, we continued to implement our
strategic plan by using what we learned during the previous
year to improve a number of areas. Several events took place in
Kralanh High School where we deliver the Dream Management
Project, such as a Skills Fair where students are exposed to
employers and school representatives and encouraged to dig
for in-depth information for their future desired careers. Sharing
Events allowed hundreds of students to come, meet and learn
from inspirational speakers and a student visit to Siem Reap
Town, during which they could see, meet, and learn from
representatives of Build Bright University, Teachers Training
College and NGOs. This enabled students to link their dreams to
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One of our core values is transparency and accountability. This
means that we are transparent about our struggles and share
them with others with as much enthusiasm as when we promote
our achievements. In 2015, the main challenge we faced was
staff turnover. Several team members who had been working with
us for a long time decided to move back to live with their families,
and some decided to change direction to concentrate more on
activities which are related to their future dreams. It was a little
challenging at some points but it could not stop us from doing
our job, because our dedication, optimism and passion in helping
other Cambodian youth from the rural community to flourish
together always rose above these struggles.
Once again, we would like to take this special opportunity
to thank all our generous donors, supporters and friends
who always encourage us and are involved in our work and
achievements. Without your support, motivation, encouragement
and donations, we could not have accomplished all these
great things and students may not have received such fruitful
opportunities helping them succeed with brighter futures. We
strongly hope and believe that you will continue to support us
so that we can keep helping to transform the lives of young
Cambodians so that they have a more hopeful future, in which
they will contribute to the peace, prosperity and happiness of
both society and the world.

“Be part of PEPY Empowering Youth today to create a brighter
future for young Cambodians”
Yours sincerely,

Rith Sarakk
-Executive Director, PEPY Empowering Youth
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Dearest Friends, Donors, and PEPY Empowering Youth supporters,
I am so proud to be a part of PEPY Empowering Youth to develop the human resources and build the future of
Cambodia. Since started as Chair I have heard many positive changes from the PEPY team about their successes
and accomplishments at implementation; as well as, seeing how the beneficiaries have had increased access to
higher education and pursuing the eventual destination of a skilled career. These desirable outcomes make me truly
appreciate the PEPY team who always commit to the high quality of their services and performances as based on
the PEPY values. According to the encouraging results of the PEPY teams work, I can see scholarship recipients now
becoming PEPY employees, and we see them succeeding also in jobs of high responsibility to achieve their goals.
In the name of all Cambodians, and as a representative of the PEPY team and local board, I would like to thank you
hugely for helping and supporting PEPY’s mission and vision. Without your help and support, PEPY cannot run our three
programs with the aim of assisting and serving young Cambodians to have the great opportunity to access to education
and continues their dreams in order to reach their future ambitions.
With your tremendously generous hearts, contributions, and commitment we see how much you deeply care about and
love PEPY, and Cambodians. Furthermore, we appreciate that you put your trust in our work and value our work and
integrity, thus we can keep progressing and investing in people.
Therefore, please accept our sincerest gratitude for your support and engagement. Through your encouragement and
contributions we can continue in our mission to further benefit this community to make a difference and overall a better
place to live.
Sincerely,

Khouth Sochampawatd
-Board Chair, PEPY Empowering Youth
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Who we are and what we do 2015
As of 1 January 2015, PEPY Empowering
Youth has been a fully-fledged local
non-governmental organization working
in Siem Reap and Kralanh district in
Cambodia. This means that we are
now an organization that is run by
Cambodians, for Cambodians. There is
now also a local Board of Directors in
place, which is able to provide us with
support right here in Cambodia. The
PEPY US Board has remained active
in their support of PEPY Empowering
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Youth during this 8 months as an LNGO.
The PEPY Empowering Youth fiscal
year runs from September to August the
following year and PEPY fully localized
in January. As such, this report covers
the eight months from January 2015
– August 2015. The previous annual
report covers January-December 2014
and the report that follows on from this
will cover September 2015 – August
2016.
Our education programs in this

period were focused on students from
Kralanh district, a rural area around 60
kilometers from Siem Reap. We worked
directly with young people from this area
to support the development of quality
education and to improve access to
skilled employment upon graduation.
Dedicated local leaders and private
donations enabled us to implement
a range of projects which support our
vision, mission and key goal.

VISION

MISSION

GOAL

All young Cambodians
empowered to pursue careers
to improve the quality of their
lives.

To work with young
Cambodians and connect them
to the skills, opportunities and
inspirations needed to reach
their potential.

Increase the percentage of
Kralanh graduates accessing
skilled employment
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Where we do it
Our focus area
PEPY works with students from
Kralanh District, a rural region
approximately 60 km from Siem Reap
city in Siem Reap province. This area
encompasses Kralanh town and
Chanleas Dai commune.
Back when PEPY first started,
we began working in Chanleas
Dai because our original partner
organization identified the need for
a school building in that community.
The PEPY founders raised funds to
build the school in collaboration with
the Cambodian government and the
Asian Development Bank.
During the first few years of PEPY’s
work, we funded education programs
in many parts of the country, but
in 2007, when we hired our first
Cambodian director, she conducted
an impact assessment and needs
analysis, which led to the decision to
focus our work in Kralanh. Due to the
commitment of the community, local
desire to improve education, and the
leadership shown by youth in the area,
we have continued to focus our work
in the Kralanh community.
PEPY worked with the community
of Chanleas Dai for ten years and in

Kralanh District
(Kralanh town)

Siem Reap

CAMBODIA

2012, we began working with Kralanh
High School. We expanded our focus
area to include Kralanh District in
order to increase our impact working
with students from across the district.
In late 2012, we began an evaluation
of our existing programs and in
2013, developed and implemented
a strategic plan for the period 2013–
2017, which defined our priorities and
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direction.
As the focus of the new strategic
goal was providing support to
students in Kralanh District to secure
skilled employment, the emphasis
shifted from working with junior high
school students to high school and
university-age students. In mid-2014,
we transitioned out of working with
Chanleas Dai Junior High School.
Reap city in order to be closer to the
scholarship students living there, and
to manage our own Learning Center in
town. These facilities are specifically
for graduates from Kralanh who are
studying or working in Siem Reap. Our
Dream Project Coordinator is based in
Kralanh in order to deliver facilitation
at Kralanh High School.
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Why we do it

Despite
the
booming
tourism
industry around Angkor Wat, Siem
Reap province is one of the poorest
provinces
in
Cambodia.
Most
families depend on agriculture for
their livelihoods and wages are low.
Children and youth are often needed
to help during the rice harvest, or with
other chores, and are frequently kept
home from school.
There are few opportunities for
employment outside of the city and
many, including those as young as 12,
choose, or are taken by their parents
to, migrate illegally to Thailand in
search of work to support their
families. Illegal migration comes with
increased wages in the short term,
but this is accompanied by many
risks such as exploitation, abuse, and
lack of security. Many can’t see the
long-term benefits of education, and
instead focus on the short-term gain
of immediate income.

There is also a lack of understanding
about the value of education. Many
adults themselves received limited
education and do not strongly value
education over other alternatives
(particularly contributing to the
household economy).
Despite a recent increase in teachers’
salaries, pay continues to be low. This,
combined with the little value placed
on education, results in teachers
having little motivation to improve the
quality of their work and quality of
education remains a concern.
Compared to national averages of
school retention rates, educatorto-student ratios, and high school
graduation rates, Siem Reap is one of
the lowest ranking provinces for the
quality of education.
In
addition,
throughout
2015
Cambodia has been preparing for
ASEAN economic integration, which
will be conducted at the end of the

year. By committing to the ASEAN
community, Cambodia will be able
to enjoy free movement of goods,
services, capital investment and skilled
labor within member states. ASEAN
membership presents Cambodia
with some fantastic opportunities, as
the low wages that are so common
in many industries here will attract
foreign investment. Moreover, it will
be easier to export Cambodianmade products to other members,
which should hopefully boost the
economy. Of course, as with any
such development, some difficulties
are to be expected. For Cambodia,
membership in the ASEAN community
could mean that the domestic
workforce will have to compete in the
future with their foreign counterparts
for jobs, both in Cambodia and
other nations. Recent studies have
shown that Cambodian employers
are not satisfied with the soft skills of
employees. This was a contributing
factor to the establishment of the
PEPY Learning Center, where students
receive support and guidance in the
development of soft skills, such as
leadership, team work and project
management. These skills, combined
with a good understanding of ICT
and English, will be invaluable when
it comes to searching for a job in the
new, more competitive ASEAN market.

Cambodian statistics...
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Population: 15.33 million (worldbank.org)
• Median age of the population is 24.5 years old (www.cia.gov)
• 17.7% of the population live below the poverty line (2012,
worldbank.org)
• Public spending on education is 2.60% of GDP (2010, indexmundi.com)
• Ranked 116th in the world for education (2013/2014, World
Economic Forum)
• 29:1 teacher student ratio in secondary education
• 34% of children enroll into junior high school (usaid.gov)
• 21% of children enroll into high school (usaid.gov)
• 10 % of young people enroll into university (2011)

Sources:
•
•

•

CIA World Fact Book: https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/
the-world-factbook/geos/cb.html
International Labor Organization: Youth & Employment – Bridging the Gap: http://www.ilo.org/public/english/dialogue/actemp/
downloads/projects/youth/cambodia_surveyleaflet_en.pdf
UNICEF: http://www.unicef.org/infobycountry/cambodia_statistics.html#90
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How we do it
Now that we’ve established why we
do the work we do, it’s important to
look at how we do it. How do we reach
our key goal, and help the students
we work with to reach theirs? How
do we spend money and work with
beneficiaries? Unless we evaluate our
“how”, we won’t ensure our work is
done to the highest ethical standards
with maximum impact.

Empowering local leadership
For many years as an international
NGO, PEPY worked with the local
community in Kralanh district but
many of our staff members came from
overseas. As we grew and developed,
we became aware of the fact that,
in order for the organization to have
maximum impact and represent the
community and students with whom
we work as best we can, we needed
to be run by Cambodians.
2015 marks the first year of operation
as a fully local NGO, PEPY Empowering

Youth, and we are extremely pleased
to report that it has been a fantastic
first year so far. With the exception of
the Communications & Fundraising
team, where we feel native English
speakers are needed, the main office
in Siem Reap is now almost entirely
staffed by Cambodians, some of
whom come from Kralanh district
themselves, helping us maintain a
close connection with the community
there.

Responding to community
needs
After consulting students, their
families, and teachers in 2013, we
discovered that securing skilled
employment for young people is what
they really want. On the back of this,
we reassessed our program and
implemented changes in 2013-14.
The changes we made then were
continued in 2015, and on the
whole the programs have been very
successful. Of course, we have faced
some challenges throughout the year
so far, such as timetabling for the
Dream Class program in Kralanh,
but overall we feel very proud of how
the program participants, and the
programs themselves, have been
developing in 2015.
To date we have supported a total
of 38 students with scholarships to
attend university or vocational school,
the majority of whom benefit from
English, ICT and Youth Empowerment
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classes in the Learning Center. Our
decision last year to only offer Dream
Classes to students in grades 10, 11
and 12 proved to be a positive move,
as the value of the classes is much
more tangible to them than younger
students.

Monitoring and evaluation
We
recognize
that
monitoring
and evaluating our programs and
operations is important to be able
to continue to learn and improve.
We monitor and evaluate programs
monthly, documenting efforts, results,
and any challenges, as well as
conducting mid-term evaluations and
quarterly impact reports. We also
conduct an annual project reflection,
with input from all stakeholders;
regular financial audits; and an annual
external audit to ensure the efficient
and transparent use of our resources.
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Capacity building of our staff
At PEPY Empowering Youth, we not
only work on developing our students’
skills, but also those of our staff. This
is vital for ensuring that the students
with whom we work get the best
support possible in every aspect of
their involvement with PEPY. With this
in mind, two of our newest members
of staff – Channa and Savoeng – took
part in a counseling course in Phnom
Penh, organized by the Transcultural
Psychosocial Organization (TPO).
Both Savoeng and Channa work in
close contact with the Scholarship
students and Dream Class students,
so it’s important for them to know how
to give effective advice and solve any
problems which may arise. During
this course, they covered topics such
as counseling techniques, cognitive
behavioral therapy, thinking systems
and problem solving. Our ICT Officer
has also participated in a number of IT
training sessions in Phnom Penh over
the past year. These sessions covered
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topics such as Data Mobile Collection
and Reporting, Data Security, a free
enterprise
management
system
for NGO’s, as well as focusing on
how to use Google to really benefit
your organization. The ICT Officer
has been busy implementing this
new knowledge in the office and
teaching the team how to use certain
applications more effectively. In
addition all staff attended training for
Life Coaching to learn how to get the
best out of any situation and support
one another.
Furthermore, in 2014, some members
of our staff took advantage of our
benefits scheme, which covers
school fees for staff undertaking
undergraduate and postgraduate
degrees.

Teaching methods
We believe that engaged students
are more likely to learn. We aim to act
as facilitators by collaborating with
students, and utilizing a variety of

methods to encourage participation
and learning, such as games, roleplay, small-group learning, peer
learning, and more. At PEPY we
always say “we work with, not for”.
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PEPY Empowering Youth Staff
The staff at PEPY Empowering
Youth had already undergone some
important changes in 2014 as a result
of the localization process, and 2015
also brought with it some significant
developments within the team. Despite
this, it has been a wonderful year
working in a locally empowered team
and board.
After an incredible seven years with
PEPY, Kimline Nuch took the decision
to step down as Executive Director
of the organization in order to pursue
her dream of establishing her own
accounting consultancy firm. She will
leave the organization at the end of
2015. While this is certainly sad news
for every one, it will be made much
more bearable by the arrival of her
replacement, Rith Sarakk. Sarakk has
been an important member of the PEPY
family for many years and we feel very
honored that he has decided to return
to the organization after spending

some time with other NGOs. PEPY
Empowering Youth is grateful to both
Kimline and Sarakk for their dedication,
generosity and passion, and wishes
them continued success in their new
roles.
Not only will Sarakk re-join the team
this year, but PEPY Empowering Youth
has gained two more special additions
to the team this year. It was with great
pride that we welcomed two third year
PEPY Scholarship students into full-time
employment with the organization: Kev
Channa took on the role of Scholarship
Officer and Skut Savoeng became our
Dream Management Officer in Kralanh.
They have shown themselves to be
valuable and engaged members of
the PEPY Empowering Youth staff and,
having gone through the Scholarship
process themselves, they are the ideal
people to support our current students.
They are fantastic role models for other
young people in their community,
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inspiring them to study harder and to
change their views towards the value of
education.
As for the rest of the team, Sien
Konnitha remained in her role as
Finance and Operations Manager,
with Yang Savonmealea retaining her
post as Administration and Accountant
Assistant. Duth Kimsru took over the
position of Programs Manger in late
2014, and Oem Manin also continued
in his position as ICT Officer and
ICT teacher in the Learning Center.
Gemma Marshall remained in her role
as Communications and Fundraising
Director, and Chik Sokhum retained her
post as cleaner.
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PEPY Empowering Youth
would also like to say a huge thank you
to everyone else who has supported us
throughout this period.
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Our Programs
2015 will be the first full year in which PEPY Empowering Youth’s
programs concentrate only on young adults, after transitioning out
of the Junior High school in Chanleas Dias. We are running a total
of three programs in 2015: Dream Class, Scholarship Program
and Learning Center. The following pages contain more detailed
information about these programs.
PEPY ANNUAL REPORT 2015 - WWW.PEPYEMPOWERINGYOUTH.ORG
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Dream Classes
•

the community.
Our relationship with the school,
the principal and the local
authorities in Kralanh improved
greatly over this period.

2015 Challenges to date
•

•

•
Dreams are very important to us at
PEPY Empowering Youth. Many of
the students we work with are only
exposed to a small range of possible
futures. We believe it’s important for
young people to dream big and see
how they can make their dreams a
reality.
In the PEPY Empowering Youth Dream
Management Classes, which take
place at Kralanh High School with our
Dream Management Project Officer,
young people are given space to
identify and discuss their ambitions
for the future, and any challenges they
may need to overcome. The classes
provide career resources, mentorship,
and group workshops. The Dream
Management Project Officer also
organizes for successful Cambodian
professionals to come and speak with
the students, giving them exposure to
different ideas and aspirations.

2015 Highlights to date
•
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We hosted 2 Sharing Events
at Kralanh High School, when
inspirational speakers came to
share their experiences, success
and failures with the attendees.
It was also an opportunity for
students to share their own hopes

•

•

•

and dreams with their peers.
Another successful Skills Fair
was organized in Kralanh. Some
250 students attended the
event and gathered information
from representatives of various
business and universities in
Siem Reap. They also had the
chance to participate in a number
of workshops, such as CV and
interview skills.
Students from Kralanh High
School were taken on a study
tour of Siem Reap. During this
tour, they visited various colleges,
universities and organizations
which may be where they come
to study or work in the future.
In August 2015, 3rd year PEPY
Scholarship student Savoeng
began working full time in Kralanh
as Dream Management Officer.
He is able to provide on-site
support for the students, and is a
great example of giving back to

•

•

The water was cut off to building
several times due to construction
works happening nearby.
There were difficulties with the
school timetable as the students
had very full schedules, so it was
hard to find times to conduct
dream class.
Sometimes
students
were
unexpectedly late or absent as
a result of family commitments,
timetable issues or personal
habits.
The changeover from the old
Dream Management Project
Officer to the new one is likely
to bring with it some initial
challenges, such as collecting
data in a consistent manner and
organizing big events.
There was some discrimination
between some students, which
caused some difficulty when
doing learning and bonding
activities. The topic of showing
respect
towards
others
is
important within the Dream
Management Classes and so the
issue is addressed in the lessons,
with the aim of eliminating unfair
judgment and discrimination.

STATISTICS SNAPSHOT: 2014/2015 academic year
STATISTICS SNAPSHOT: 2014/2015 academic year
Target age: 15-18 years
When: 4 classes take place per week in free periods
Working with: Grades 10, 11, 12
# of students enrolled: 209
Average attendance: 73%
Status: Ongoing
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Learning Center Program
STATISTICS SNAPSHOT: 2014/2015 academic year
Target age: University level (approximate age 18-22 years old)
When: Daily classes at the Learning Center between 1.30 and 4.30 pm, and additional
workshops during school holidays and weekends.
Working with: PEPY Scholarship students and a small number of other young people
from Kralanh District.
No. of students: English:24; ICT: 28; Youth Empowerment: 28
Average attendance: 96%

within the center supplement the
English Classes students attend at
external language schools. We strive
to go beyond just the key language
skills and use English as a tool for
discussing broader global topics and
issues, such as the environment and
job interview technique.

Status: Ongoing

Graduation from tertiary education
does not necessarily lead to securing
a job. A 2012 survey conducted by
the National Employment Agency
revealed that high school and
university graduates were severely
lacking in certain skills, particularly
soft skills. Employers were finding it
difficult to fill positions with sufficiently
skilled workers, as graduates were
leaving
education
without
the
knowledge and know-how needed for
securing employment.
Some examples of key skills that were
found to be lacking were soft skills
such as leadership, interpersonal
communication, critical and analytical
thinking
skills,
problem-solving,
and conflict resolution. There was
also a problem with insufficient

hard skills, such as proficiency in
English language and Information &
Communication Technology.
PEPY Empowering Youth’s ultimate
goal is to support Kralanh students in
gaining access to further education
and skilled employment. In order
to ensure that this happens, we
provide learning that goes beyond
just a university degree or vocational
training.
The PEPY Empowering Youth Learning
Center provides scholarship students
with three classes to enhance their
employability. These are:

English Class

Information & Communication
Technology (ICT) Class
Communication through technology is
absolutely vital in today’s job market.
Students learn how to use industrystandard software applications in
preparation for future employment.

Youth Empowerment Project
For first year students, these classes
aim to build confidence and skills
in
interpersonal
communication,
leadership, problem-solving, and
critical
thinking.
Second
year
students utilize these skills through
discussions about world issues and
the international community.

We provide both internal and external
English classes. The English classes
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students have had the opportunity to
visit some local companies, including
ACLEDA bank and PACTICS factory.
This gave them the chance to see what
happens in the workplace, learn about
fair treatment, build networks and ask
questions to the professionals.

2015 Challenges to date

2015 Highlights to date
English: The internal English classes
were taught predominantly by native
English speakers over this period,
which provided great exposure to
the language in its most natural form.
Talking to native speakers on a regular
basis in class has proven to be a
great way to increase the students’
confidence when it comes to speaking
to other visitors to PEPY, as well as
each other during lessons.
ICT: The students received support
and training in a variety of software,
including Microsoft Office, Google
Drive,
Adobe
Photoshop
and
Dropbox. They also learned how to
create effective CVs and cover letters
in both English and Khmer.
Youth
Empowerment:
Students
covered a wide range of topics in
these classes, including globalization,
mental health, ASEAN integration and
budgeting. They grew in confidence

14

and were able to discuss the
importance of central topics in both
Khmer and English.
The students in promotions 2 and
3
also
conducted
community
development projects in various
rural communities. The aim of these
projects is to give something back to
the communities they are from, and
to act as good role models for their
peers and younger people there. The
projects looked at a range of issues,
such as Health and Hygiene, Dream
and Goal Setting, Leadership, and
Children and Education. The projects
were implemented successfully, with
a total number of 669 community
participants, 310 of which were
female.
Alongside their regular lessons in the
Learning Center, the students have
also attended a number of events
so far this year, which have provided
enriching educational and practical
experiences. For example, the

• The biggest challenge with English
is that some students in the same
class have very different levels of
language. This makes it difficult to
create lessons which cater to every
level and in which all students can
actively participate. This is one
of the main reasons we provided
external classes too, so students
could study at their own level,
however, there were also some
timetabling clashes with ACE
English classes, so some students
were not always able to attend the
lessons.
- ICT faced a small number of
difficulties this year. The internet
connection in the PEPY building can
sometimes be slow and unreliable,
and there are sometimes power
cuts. Also, students have limited
access to computers outside of the
Learning Center, so they have few
opportunities to practice their skills.
Finally, some topics proved difficult
to teach due to gaps in prior
knowledge, e.g. a lack of certain
Math skills meant that these first
had to be taught before elements
of Excel could be taught.
- In Youth Empowerment, one of
the main challenges that students
struggle with is maintaining focus
in class, especially during the
hot season when headaches and
fatigue are common. Also, some
students relied too heavily on staff
to make corrections and perfect
their CVs/cover letters for them.
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Overseas Experiences
So far in 2015, we have been fortunate
enough to be able to send a number
of students and staff on enriching trips
overseas, as well as to host a range of
visitors from other countries right here
in Siem Reap.
In April 2015, two Scholarship
students (Channa and Ronouch) and
two members of PEPY staff (Manin
and Kimsru) had the incredible
opportunity to fly to Ireland for a
three week exchange visit hosted by
our educational partnership schools
DPETNS and BETNS. It was a jampacked three weeks, the focus of
which was not only on education,
but also on cultural exchange. The
PEPY team stayed with various host
families who welcomed them with
open arms and gave them a flavor of
what life is like on the other side of the
world. The team visited the schools
and told the students all about life
in Cambodia – the students were
especially interested in Khmer culture
– and they also performed traditional
Cambodian dancing, complete with
traditional dress. Alongside these
educational aspects, the Cambodian
contingent was shown the highlights

of the country, with visits to Dublin,
Galway and Malahide Castle. All
the participants in the exchange,
both Cambodian and Irish, agreed
that it was an unbelievable and truly
inspiring experience. Special thanks
go to our generous sponsors – The
Irish National Teachers Organization,
Donabate Credit Union and Fingal
County Council -without whom
this exchange would never have
happened. In July and August our
Irish friends reciprocated with a visit
to the Learning Center in Siem Reap.
Here five teachers supported an
educationally intense yet fun filled
three week program supporting
students learning with English skills,
CV and cover writing, maths, global
knowledge and knowledge about
Ireland, along with much, much more.
Here’s to the next one!
The Sustainability Field School in
Hoi An, Vietnam, played host to two
PEPY Empowering Youth Scholarship
students, Sou Ry and Savoeng, in
June 2015. The aim of the project is
to promote community involvement,
especially among university students,
thereby preparing them for careers that
encourage sustainable development.
The school focused on four main
subjects: public space, sustainable
tourism, environmental education and
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organic agriculture. Both Savoeng
and Sou Ry really enjoyed their month
in Vietnam, noting particularly their
growth in confidence as a result of the
trip. The skills gained during their time
away can be applied in the future to
a whole range of different areas, and
promote the sustainable development
of their own communities. Our
thanks go to Irish Aid for funding this
experience.
Finally, PEPY Empowering Youth’s
Finance and Admin Manager, Konnitha,
traveled to Scotland for ten days to
take part in the Findhorn Foundation’s
‘School of Youth’ program. This
program combines outdoor activities
with music, art and philosophy to
create an innovative method of
developing life skills related to the
promotion of peace, sustainability and
entrepreneurship. The trip involved a
lot of new experiences for Konnitha,
as it was her first time experiencing
another country, and there were
certain aspects which she found
really challenging. However, it was a
fantastic development experience for
her and she came away with some
lifelong memories. Thank you to the
Findhorn Foundation for providing this
great opportunity.
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Scholarship Programme
•

The next academic year is soon to
start and we are looking forward
to welcoming 13 new Scholarship
students to PEPY.

2015 Challenges
•

•

In the academic year 2014, the
Scholarship program entered its third
year and we were very pleased to
welcome 16 new students to Siem
Reap, where they now follow university
or vocational training programs. Our
last report covered their progress until
December 2014 and now we would
like to share with you more about how
they are getting on in 2015.

2015 Highlights
•

•

•

16

As a way to welcome the incoming
students, an integration week was
organized, the aim of which was
to help students get to know each
other and PEPY Empowering
Youth. It was also important to
give them an introduction to life in
Siem Reap.
A Skills Fair was held in Kralanh
in March at which numerous
educational
institutions
and
businesses were represented.
The attendees had the chance
to find out more about possible
future career paths and make
contact to potential employers.
Both the 2013 and 2014 intake
of Scholarship students spent a
week team-building, problemsolving and having a lot of fun at
Jombok Hoas Adventure Retreat
in Preah Vihear province. This
was another great way for the

•

•

students to learn and grow, whilst
also trying out activities they have
never done before.
The Grade 12 students at
Kralanh High School attended a
Sharing Event. Three inspirational
Cambodian speakers shared their
experiences about vocational
training with the audience and
explained how they got to where
they are today.
The students from intakes 1,2
and 3 implemented 6 community
payback projects with both
primary and secondary school
students, covering topics such as
‘Hygiene and Health’, ‘Dream and
Goal Setting’ and ‘Leadership’.
The students learned about
the different stages of project
planning, such as conducting
surveys, data analysis, budget
planning and report writing.

•

•

•

Due to amendments made by the
government to Year 12 exams,
fewer students passed their final
exams and as such less students
were offered Scholarship places.
Some of the Scholarship students
attend vocational training school,
whose timetables sometimes
clash with Learning Center times.
As a result, it can be difficult to
get in touch with these students
to share important information
with them.
The first few months of the
Scholarship program can be
challenging until the students
begin to grow in confidence.
Government
scholarships
are often valued above PEPY
scholarships, so there have
been times when students have
chosen to accept a government
scholarship, rather than the
full PEPY Empowering Youth
scholarship.
It was difficult for some students
to complete their community
payback projects as they were
studying or working at the same
time, and therefore had little time.

STATISTICS SNAPSHOT: 2013/2014 academic year
Target age:
University level (approximate age 18-22 years old)
When:
Students study full time in mornings and evenings
Working with:
Kralanh High School graduates studying at the
		
university level in Siem Reap
No. of students enrolled:
37 (29 University students and 8 Vocational
		
Training students)
No. of students per year:
16 in Year 1, 19 in Year 2, 2 in Year 3
Faculties attending:
Build Bright University, Vanda Institute, Ecole Paul
		
Dubrule, Chantiers-Ecoles de Formation
		
Professionnelle, Provincial Teacher Training
		
College, Regional Polytechnic Institute Techo
		
Sen Siem Reap.
Status:
Ongoing
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From students to staff, Channa and
Savoeng
Channa and Savoeng are two of the 2013 intake of Scholarship students, and they are both from Kralanh district. They
moved to Siem Reap in 2013 to attend university and in August 2015, we were extremely pleased to welcome to the PEPY
Empowering Youth staff team.

Channa:
Channa joined the PEPY Empowering Youth staff as the Scholarship Officer, a
role which he does whilst also continuing his studies at Build Bright University.
So far, he has settled into the job extremely well and he enjoys working more
closely with both the staff and the newer students. The main aspects of Channa’s
work include providing the Scholarship students with counseling, teaching Youth
Empowerment classes and conducting regular student meetings. Channa’s
employment here is not only a significant step in his personal and professional
development, but is also a
 n embodiment of PEPY Empowering Youth’s vision,
mission and goal – that is, to increase the percentage of Kralanh graduates
accessing skilled employment. Everyone at PEPY Empowering Youth is extremely
proud of Channa’s success and we are delighted to have him on the team.

Savoeng:
Savoeng has taken on the role of Dream Project Officer and
he is responsible for running our Dream Project at Kralanh
High School. Like Channa, he does this whilst continuing
his studies in Human Resource Management at Build Bright
University. His main activities as Dream Project Officer include
creating activity plans and detailed reports, organizing
Skills Fairs and Sharing Events for the students, as well as
coordinating with the Program Manager in Siem Reap. For
the organization it is wonderful to see our students develop
and achieve so much, and Savoeng is a huge inspiration
to his peers and his community. PEPY Empowering Youth
is extremely proud of Savoeng and we are sure that his
success will continue long into the future.
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Scholarship Students
Promotion 1, 2, 3

Students’ Corner
We strive to “work with, not for.” Collaboration is an essential part of our philosophy.
We communicate regularly with students, both from Dream Class at Kralanh High School, as well as our scholarship
students based in Siem Reap. In addition, we aim to stay connected with the Kralanh District community, including
parents and the high school principal. We ask them about their dreams, goals for their future, and how our programs could
help them make these a reality. Here are some quotes from those we work with.

My name is Chanra. I have been studying at PEPY Empowering Youth since 2014. My major is accounting and I
study at the PEPY Learning Center. Here, I can learn English, Computer and Soft Skills, and I can get new skills
and new knowledge. Before I came here I could not use a computer, but now I can use them to write reports,
research assignments and read the news. With the English language, I can speak, listen and write. In addition, I
learn soft skills such as critical thinking, problem solving, how to do presentations and how to build confidence.
Finally, I have improved myself a lot, I am not shy like before and I am braver than before. Now I have a goal, I
want to be the owner of a restaurant.
- CHANRA

My name is They, I study at the Polytechnic Institute School, and my major is Electricity. Now I live in Siem Reap
and have been studying at the PEPY Learning Center for 1 year and 8 months, I have learned a lot of things at
PEPY. Since studying at PEPY I am a new person and I can see the big world, because my ideas, institute and my
knowledge has changed to be different from before. I made a lot of friends and met new people from my country
and other countries, and I got a lot information and general knowledge to learn the new way of thinking. I believe
in myself and that I can do everything that I want in my dreams. I know the power of thinking and I know how to
set and achieve goals, My plan in the future is I want to be a public speaker and business man, because I can
share my knowledge and can help people change like me.
- THEY

Hello! My name is Sovong. I’m studying at Build Bright University. I got to know PEPY Empowering Youth when
I studied in grade 12 in 2014 at Kralanh high school. I joined the Dream class program with Teacher Kimsru.
I learnt about Smart Goals, Who Are You, How to Achieve Goals and Time Management. Next, I joined the
Skills Fair and Sharing Event from PEPY Empowering Youth. The event showed me new options and gave me
opportunities. I got information on a lot about jobs, scholarships, schools and other skills in Siem Reap province.
After that, I completed the application to apply for a PEPY scholarship, which I passed! On 10th August, 2014
I moved to study in Siem Reap. After that, I started to study at the PEPY center. I study ICT, English and Youth
Empowerment. In ICT class I learn about Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Photoshop, the internet, gmail and video
design. PEPY supports me to study English at ACE and university. In the future I want to work with an NGO
like PEPY, I want to help my community. I would like to say thank you so much to all staff and donors that do
everything for us. I really….. love PEPY.
- SOVONG
Through learning at the PEPY Learning Center for more than a year , I have gotten a lot of new experience and new
knowledge from PEPY staff and also teachers from Ireland. I have studied many things in Youth Empowerment like
leadership, critical thinking, time management, and skills that have improved my confidence and helped me get a
good job like CV and cover letter writing. I have also improved my English and ICT skills. I think that all the topics I
have learned are really is important for me to be successful in doing a job later in my life. Before when I was in grade
12 at Kralanh high school, when the teacher asked me questions like what is your dream? What do you do in the
future?, I said I don’t know. But when I studied in dream class with teacher Kim Sru and I learned more about this
at the PEPY Learning Center, I understand all topics, and I got new experience and new knowledge. Especially the
knowledge that I can do it. I really thank PEPY Empowering Youth Organization for investing time in being valuable
and supportive to all scholarship students in their studies at University. I hope to bring my commitment and new
knowledge, new experience and implement them effectively.
- YOEUNG
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Spreading our message
Social Media

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Facebook Fans

2,989

3,451

3,805

4,342

4,643

Twitter Followers

1,258

1,726

2,076

2,396

2,680

LinkedIn page followers

n/a

n/a

116

220

384

Video Views on YouTube

99,111

106,315

110,608

114,319

338

72

69

114

123

25

# of Videos on YouTube
# of newsletter subscribers
Website visits

5,922

6,143

5,824

5,169

2129

n/a

17,492

100,598

98,147

17,256

Events
In the first part of 2015 we organized a number of events.
In April, Kralanh High School hosted us for a Skills Fair, the
aim of which was to create awareness of the opportunities
open to students upon finishing high school. A range of
higher educational institutions and businesses were
represented at the event, so the attending students had the
chance to speak directly with the representatives and ask
any questions they may have had.
June saw PEPY Empowering Youth return to Kralanh High
School for a Sharing Event with grade 12 students. The
focus of this event was vocational training, the reason
being its direct link with the scholarship opportunity offered
by PEPY Empowering Youth. We invited a number of
speakers to share their knowledge and experiences in the
vocational sector with the students, in the hope that they
would be encouraged to apply to our scholarship program

in the future.
One month later, in July, a group of students from grades
10,11 and 12 from Kralanh High School took part in a study
tour of Siem Reap. The participants visited a number of
educational institutions, as well as the PEPY Empowering
Youth Learning Center. The aim was to expose them to
some of the opportunities available to them if they should
decide to study in Siem Reap upon graduation from high
school.

Updates
Each quarter, we publish both a newsletter and quarterly
report, which provide updates on our programs and
activities. We also post two or three blog posts per month
on our website.

FACEBOOK

TWITTER

LINKEDIN

www.facebook.com/
pepycambodia.org

@PEY_NGO

https://www.linkedin.com/
company/pepy-empoweringyouth

YOUTUBE

WEBSITE

SAY HELLO

www.youtube.com/pepyride
www.youtube.com/c/
pepyempoweringyouthorg

www.pepyempoweringyouth.org

contact@pepyempoweringyouth.org
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Managing our finances
Donations

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Individual Donors

306

605

99

329

58

Median Donation Amount

$ 25

$ 35

$ 35

$ 28

$ 35

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Income (US$)
Donations

$ 366,601

$ 241,730

$ 120,587

$ 152,142

$ 478,045

Product Sales

$ 1,381

$ 461

$ 262

$0

$0

Other *

$ 2,096

$ 7,370

$ 9,031

$ 7,343

$ 637

$ 370,078

$ 248,639

$ 129,880

$ 159,485

$ 478,682

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Capacity Building

$ 15,778

$ 2,220

$ 3,325

$ 3,233

$ 968

Creative Learning Classes & Clubs

$ 21,481

Total Income
Expenditures (US$)

$ 25,078

$ 20,535

$ 10,342

-

Dream Classes

-

$ 3,078

$ 13,362

$ 14,295

$ 9,215

English Classes

$ 13,951

$ 14,547

$ 11,791

$ 5,727

$ 9,561

$ 4,083

$ 8,058

$ 17,893

$ 44,921

$ 52,494
-

Scholarships

-

-

$ 19,513

$ 44,920

Past Programs (various)

$ 144,993

$ 94,911

$ 32,402

$ 2,177**

-

Management & General

$ 39,358

$ 26,881

$ 24,393

$ 22,943

$ 6,192

Communications

$ 26,305

$ 20,218

$ 17,967

$ 16,237

$ 13,986$

$ 265,949

$ 194,991

$ 161,181

$ 164,795

$ 106,462

Learning Center

Total Expenditures
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Thinking about the future
So far 2015 has been a huge learning
curve for PEPY Empowering Youth, as
it is our first year in operation as an
LNGO. We are really proud of what
the organization and the students
have achieved so far, and we are now
looking ahead to the end of the year
and beyond.
•

•

•

So far 2015 has been a huge
learning
curve
for
PEPY
Empowering Youth, as it is our first
year in operation as an LNGO.
We are really proud of what the
organization and the students
have achieved so far, and we are
now looking ahead to the end of
the year and beyond.
In November we will welcome
the newest intake of Scholarship
students from Kralanh High
School
Although PEPY Empowering
Youth will be sad to see current
Executive Director, Nuch Kimline,

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

leave, we will be very excited to
welcome Rith Sarakk back to the
organization as her successor.
September will herald the start of
the 2015 Annual Campaign.
We hope to see current
Scholarship students maintain
their success with their educations
and careers.
We will continue to strengthen
our educational partnership with
ETNS in Ireland.
We will continue to work hard
with all partners and donors
and strengthen our network of
support.
We will keep building on the
capacity of our staff.
We plan to strengthen and
expand our network of partner
NGOs.
We wish to have more contact
with
Scholarship
students
already in employment, and their
employers.

•

•

There should be a strong student
alumni so students can keep in
touch with each other and PEPY
Empowering Youth.
We may vary the style of events
offered at Kralanh High School
so the students are exposed to
a wider variety of career and
education prospects.

Thank you so much!
We would like to take this opportunity to say a huge
thank you to all of our donors and supporters who have
made the first eight months of PEPY Empowering Youth
possible. Your support means that we can continue to
support students from Kralanh with their education and
preparation for the world of work. We would also like to
extend a huge thank you to all of those who have been
involved in making the localization process a success
and bringing us to where we are today.
A big thank you also goes to the LNGO board and the international board, our staff team, volunteers,
partners, and advisors who have provided their time and knowledge throughout the last eight months.
And of course, a special “awkun” to the passionate and hardworking students, who inspire us to
improve ourselves every day.
2015 has been a great year so far and we hope to continue learning and growing into the next year.
We look forward to working with you as 2015 closes and we move into our second year as a LNGO.
Thank you for your continued support.
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PEPY Empowering Youth

Postal address

Visit us

Tel: +855 (0) 63 690 5465
E-mail: contact@pepyempoweringyouth.org
Website: www.pepyempoweringyouth.org

PO Box 93220
GPO Siem Reap Angkor
Cambodia

No 28, St. Neak Poan,
Borey Proem Prey,
Trapang Ses Commune,
Kok Chok District, Siem Reap
Cambodia

